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Abstract

Background

Whole genome amplification (WGA) is currently a prerequisite for single cell whole genome

or exome sequencing. Depending on the method used the rate of artifact formation, allelic

dropout and sequence coverage over the genomemay differ significantly.

Results

The largest difference between the evaluated protocols was observed when analyzing the

target coverage and read depth distribution. These differences also had impact on the

downstream variant calling. Conclusively, the products from the AMPLI1 and MALBAC kits

were shown to be most similar to the bulk samples and are therefore recommended for

WGA of single cells.

Discussion

In this study four commercial kits for WGA (AMPLI1, MALBAC, Repli-G and PicoPlex) were

used to amplify human single cells. TheWGA products were exome sequenced together

with non-amplified bulk samples from the same source. The resulting data was evaluated in

terms of genomic coverage, allelic dropout and SNP calling.

Background

Each human tissue is a heterogeneous mix of cells and the genome of each single cell differs

from the neighboring cells. Single cell genomics aim to find, analyze and evaluate the impor-

tance of these differences. Examples of recent and potential applications are analysis of genetic

mosaicism such as cancer heterogeneity [1] and lineage tracing [2]. Furthermore, single cell

analysis offers invaluable insights in the field of environmental biology and metagenomics

which otherwise would be dependent to cell culture prior to analysis.
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Amplification of genetic material is currently a prerequisite prior to whole genome or tar-

geted sequence analysis of single cell genomes. A typical healthy human somatic cell harbors

only two copies of the genome, a total of ~6-7pg of double stranded DNA. There are several

techniques for amplification and/or sequencing library generation from small amounts of

genomic DNA and many of them are available as commercial kits. However, all whole genome

amplification (WGA) techniques introduce bias and artifacts compared to unamplified mate-

rial. Many protocols with different methods for amplification have been published to date [3–

8]. Currently, three WGA strategies are widely used for: single cell comparative genomic

hybridization (SCOMP), multiple displacement amplification (MDA) and a combination of

displacement pre-amplification and PCR amplification (marked as Picoplex and MALBAC).

The protocols may thus display different rates of artifact formation, allelic dropout and loss of

sequence coverage over the genome. Choosing among different amplification techniques to

minimize dropout and preferential amplification, increase genome coverage or maximize base

replication accuracy can therefore be of great importance.

WGA techniques have previously been compared for genotyping, whole genome and

exome sequencing of samples with low amounts of input material [9–12]. Comparisons for

single cell sequencing targeting bacterial [13] and human [14] genomes have also been per-

formed recently.

To facilitate the choice of amplification technique for human single cell sequencing we

compared four of the most frequently used and commercially available WGA kits; AMPLI1,

MALBAC, Repli-G and PicoPlex (S1 Fig). Differently from previous comparisons [13,14], we

analyze one kit more, that is, AMPLI1. The AMPLI1 kit works by fragmentation of the genome

by a set of restriction enzymes and ligation of adapters to the resulting sticky ends followed by

exponential temperature cycled amplification primed by the attached adapter sequences. The

method is based on the SCOMP method published in the end of the 1990s [4,15]. The multiple

displacement amplification (MDA) method described in 2002 utilize phi29 DNA polymerase

to do isothermal amplification5. Due to the high fidelity of phi29 MDAmethods usually dis-

play low error rates but the non-linear amplification makes it more prone to preferentially

amplify some regions [16]. REPLI-g is one of several commercially available MDA based

WGA kits. MALBAC and PicoPlex both initially perform a “quasi linear” pre-amplification

using degenerate primers with handles attached to the 3’-end [3,17]. This accumulates a looped

or hairpin library and is followed by exponential amplification with primers hybridizing to

handle sequences. Due to the linear part of the amplification these kits have been shown to

produce more even coverage3. However, for the MALBAC kit this has been at the expense of

fidelity as a non-proofreading polymerase is used in the preamplification [1].

In the comparison presented here whole genome amplification of two human single cells

for each of the kits described above was performed. This was followed by library preparation,

exome sequencing and evaluation of the resulting data in terms of genomic coverage, allelic

dropout and SNP calling.

Results

To develop our comparison on single-cell sequencing methodologies, single cells of HepG2

cells were isolated. Four commonly used whole genome amplification kits; AMPLI1, MAL-

BAC, Rubicon PicoPlex and REPLI-g were compared. Each method was used to amplify a pair

of single cells and sequencing libraries were created from the eight resulting WGA products as

well as genomic DNA extracted from two bulk samples (also from the same cell culture). The

libraries were enriched for molecules carrying exome sequence and sequenced using the Illu-

mina sequencing technology (see Fig 1 for an overview of the workflow). The genomic
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Fig 1. Overview of the experimental workflow: Single HepG2 cells were isolated and whole genome
amplification was performed using four commercially available kits. TheWGA products as well as two
unamplified bulk samples were fragmented by sonication and sequencing libraries were prepared. Exome
enrichment was performed after pooling of the libraries. Finally the enriched pools were sequenced and the
resulting data analyzed.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171566.g001
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integrity of fragmented WGA products were also analyzed using qPCR targeting 16 amplicons

as described earlier [3] S2 Fig).

Identical amounts of input material were used at each part of the protocol (library prepara-

tion, exome enrichment and sequencing). However the output of data acquired from the dif-

ferent WGA products differed significantly (S1 Table).

Accordingly, subsets of one to ten million reads were randomly chosen from each of the

libraries. It was observed that the exome coverage reached a plateau after ten million reads (S3

Fig). To enable direct comparison of read mapping and target coverage statistics, all the follow-

ing results are based on the ten million read pair subset.

The rates of reads mapping to the reference genome were similar for all samples, above

90%. However, the bulk samples had, as expected, higher rates than any of the single cell sam-

ples. The MALBAC and REPLI-g samples showed slightly higher rates than AMPLI1 and Pico-

Plex (Fig 2a). AMPLI1 and PicoPlex amplified samples exhibited slightly higher rates of PCR

duplicates compared to other samples (Fig 2a, S1 Table). GC content distributions of the read

population resembled the Bulk Samples for all WGA products except the MALBAC products

that showed a slightly higher average GC (S4 Fig).

The target coverage was considerably lower for the amplified single cells (ranging from 7 to

68%) compared to the bulk samples (~90% coverage). Generally reflecting the results from the

genomic integrity qPCR (S2 Fig). Furthermore, the proportion of reads mapping outside the

targeted region is much larger for the worst of the WGA products (54%, AMPLI1_1) com-

pared to the best bulk sample (14%, BULK_2) (S1 Table). The amount of WGA adapters

sequenced (and trimmed) also influenced this result as the percentage of bases trimmed dif-

fered between WGA procedures (S2 Table). In terms of target coverage AMPLI1 and MAL-

BAC perform far better than REPLI-g and PicoPlex which only cover minor fractions of the

target (Fig 2b, S2 Fig). The two replicates of the PicoPlex amplification also show a large varia-

tion in target coverage. The genomic integrity analysis by qPCR was therefore performed on

seven additional cells amplified with the PicoPlex WGA kit to assess the rate of success for this

method (S5 Fig). Out of the seven tested cells no WGA product amplified all target amplicons

in the same Ct range as the positive controls and only one were positive for more than half of

the amplicons. Confirming variable success rate of the PicoPlex reaction.

The low targeted region coverage observed for PicoPlex and REPLI-g, in conjunction with

mapping rates that are comparable to the other single cell WGAs, indicate that there is an

uneven distribution of reads over the targeted regions. This was confirmed by evaluating the

coverage at varying read depth and by generating Lorenz curves showing the coverage distri-

bution and calculating the Gini index for the bulk samples and each of the single cell WGAs

(Fig 3a, 3b and 3c). Single base read depth histograms were generated and compared to the

Poisson distribution for each sample (S6 Fig). Generally showing larger than expected propor-

tions of bases with read depth zero as well as exaggerated read depth also indicating uneven

amplification of the targeted regions. The result was once more confirmed by visualization of

read depth plotted over the targeted regions of chromosome 2 in sliding 1 kb windows (Fig

3d).

Next, we investigated the concordance of mapped read pairs. The two reads in a pair from a

standard Illumina Paired End (PE) library are expected to map in the forward followed by

reverse (fwd, rev) manner. Any other way of mapping (ie fwd, fwd; rev, fwd; or rev, rev) or

when the two reads from one pair map to different chromosomes indicates either a variation

within the genome or formation of artifacts during WGA or library preparation. All samples

showed>90% of read pairs mapping in the expected directions (Fig 4). Still single cell WGAs

resulted in higher rates of unexpected mapping orientations compared to the bulk samples.
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AMPLI1 showed the overall poorest performance in terms of such artifact formation (up to

8% of the reads, S3 Table).

Variants were called compared to the human reference genome (GRCh37), and the concor-

dance of called variants between the different WGA samples and one of the bulk samples were

evaluated (Fig 5, S4 Table). By using the Bulk variant calls as a reference set we remove the

effects of single cell heterogeneity might have on the results. Approximately 25% of the bulk

sample variants were called correctly in the MALBAC-data. For AMPLI1, Picoplex and Repli-

G the result was 18%, 11% and 3% respectively. Due to varying target coverage the total num-

ber of called variants for each sample differed significantly. When evaluating the rate of called

Fig 2. For each of the different samples in the 10M read pair subset, mapping rates are homogenous among samples over 90% (a), and exome
coverage (b) was considerably lower for the amplified single cells (ranging from 7 to 68%) compared to the bulk samples (~90% coverage).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171566.g002
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variants that were called correctly for each sample, the numbers were 96%, 81%, 62% and 52%

for AMPLI1, MALBAC, Picoplex and Repli-G respectively.

An estimate of allele dropout (ADO) can be obtained by evaluating the rate of variants

called as heterozygous in the bulk sample though called as homozygous in WGA samples. As

expected the bulk sample replicates showed close to full overlap of heterozygous SNP calls

(99.9%). For the single cell WGAs AMPLI1 most often displayed representation of both alleles

within the called set of variants (up to 92.5%, Fig 6a). Repli-G on the other hand mostly ampli-

fied only one of the two alleles (S5 Table). MALBAC and PicoPlex both showed large

Fig 3. Percent target coverage for each of the samples in the 10M read pair subset at various read depths (a). Lorenz curves and Gini indexes describing how
sequenced bases are distributed over targeted (b) and covered (c) regions and showing an uneven distribution of read over the targeted regions. Read depth
of 1kb sliding windows visualized over chromosome 2 for one sample of each of the different WGA kits as well as the Bulk_1 sample (d).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171566.g003
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variability between the duplicates. Furthermore the total number of positions that overlapped

with the bulk sample varied considerably among the single cells (Fig 6b). The positions of the

analyzed variants were plotted along with the read depth visualizations over the chromosomes

(S7 Fig compared to Fig 3d) to assess if dropout occurred in specific areas. The result indicate

that allele drop out is spread over the full length of the chromosome and not restricted to any

specific region.

Discussion

In our analysis we took into consideration more methodologies applied to human cells than

previous comparisons [13,14]. We initially investigated basic library characteristics such as

Fig 4. Read pair mapping orientations (fwd, fwd; rev, fwd; or rev, rev) as percentage of total number of read pairs for each sample in the 10M read
pair subset. The right panel shows an enlarged version of the region from 90% to 100%. All samples showed >90% of read pairs mapping in the expected
directions.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171566.g004
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output read counts, mapping rates and read mapping distribution and coverage over the target

regions. Total read counts for each library differed significantly, which may indicate how accu-

rate the library quantification was as well as how efficient the library was clustered on the flow

cell surface in comparison with the other libraries present.

Mapping rates reflect the proportion of library molecules originating from human genomic

DNA fragments. All libraries showed comparable and high mapping rates, in agreement with

de Bourcy et al. (2014). We therefore conclude that all the methods are relatively robust in

terms of formation of artifacts and did not suffer from excessive contamination of non-human

sequences. The PCR duplication rates were also comparable for most of the samples. Both the

AMPLI1 WGA products and one of the PicoPlex libraries show slightly higher duplication

rates. Note that due to the initial fragmentation step performed as part of the Illumina library

preparation the duplication rate does not reflect the complexity of the original WGA product.

These duplication rates are therefore a measurement of how many molecules of the

Fig 5. Venn diagram showing the overlap of variant calls in the different samples compared to the 28k
variants called in the Bulk_1 sample, compared to the human reference genome (GRCh37): 25% of the
bulk sample variants were called correctly in the MALBAC-data. For AMPLI1, Picoplex and Repli-G the
value was 18%, 11% and 3% respectively.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171566.g005
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fragmented WGA product that successfully passed through the library preparation and enrich-

ment by hybridization procedure.

There are large differences in how much of the targeted region is covered by reads for each

WGA sample. The bulk samples both reach approximately 90% target coverage, while MAL-

BAC (the best of the single cell WGAs) reaches less than 60% coverage. The target coverage

also decreases rapidly if higher read depth is required, indicating large regions of shallow read

depth. For the AMPLI1 and PicoPlex kits some of the difference in target coverage compared

to bulk and other WGAs is explained by lower proportion of the reads mapping to the targeted

regions. This could be explained by the shorter insert size for both those libraries (S8 Fig) and

non random fragmentation procedure in the AMPLI1 case, leading to less efficient

Fig 6. Allelic dropout of SNVs called as heterozygous in the Bulk_1 sample. Both normalized to the total number of variants that overlap with the Bulk_1
sample (a) and variant counts (b).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0171566.g006
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hybridization of capture probes to the library molecules. Also note that up to 14% of the

sequenced bases for each single cell WGA is spent on reading the ligated adapters or handle

sequences attached to the primer used for amplification. The WGA samples are therefore not

expected to reach the same genome coverage as the bulk samples. Still, for the Repli-G amplifi-

cation that displays the least target coverage no adapter sequences are expected within the read

pairs. Evaluation of the distribution of reads over targeted regions (Fig 3b) and covered regions

(Fig 3c) confirm that all four WGAmethods have significant amounts of uncovered regions

and show more uneven read depth distributions over the covered regions than the unamplified

samples. Repli-G shows the most uneven distribution and most uncovered regions followed by

PicoPlex. MALBAC shows the most even read distribution, as described in de Bourcy et al.

(2014) [13] and Cheng et al. (2014) [14] as well, and fewest uncovered regions although these

are clearly separated from the bulk samples. The AMPLI1 kit covers a slightly less of the target

compared to the MALBACWGA though has a slightly more even distribution of read depth

over the covered bases. AMPLI1 could potentially perform better for whole genome sequenc-

ing (WGS) than for exome sequencing as the target enrichment by hybridization was less effi-

cient. Unexpectedly one of the PicoPlex replicates exhibits statistics that are comparable to the

Repli-G samples, while the other replicate is closer to the method-wise more similar MALBAC

and AMPLI1 kits (S1 Fig). This may be explained by a failed WGA reaction that for some rea-

son only amplified a subset of the genome as indicated by the genomic integrity qPCR. This

was observed once more, when only one of the additional PicoPlex reactions was successful for

a majority of the targets indicating a variable success rate for PicoPlex amplification. MDA

based amplification, such as the Repli-GWGA, has earlier been shown to be sensitive to reac-

tion gain13. High gain potentially leads to a strong bias towards certain genomic regions and a

reaction gain lower than the manufacturer’s instruction (or another MDA based kit) might

thus perform significantly better. For application where high and even target coverage is essen-

tial AMPLI1 or MALBAC should be used in favor of the REPLi-G or PicoPlex kits.

The proportion of read pairs mapping in unexpected directions or on different chromo-

somes were generally less than 10% of the data. For the two bulk replicates more than 99.5% of

the reads mapped in the expected direction and less than 0.2% mapped on different chromo-

somes. Comparable rates were observed for all WGA libraries except the AMPLI1 samples and

one of the two PicoPLex replicates (surprisingly not the potentially failed WGA replicate with

the lower target coverage). These samples showed comparable proportions for most types of

unexpected mapping directions. However, all three of the samples displayed more than 5%

read pairs where the two reads mapped to different chromosomes. In the case of AMPLI1

WGA this might be caused by the restriction enzyme based fragmentation followed by ligation

of adapters to the fragments with a risk of ligating two genomic fragments to each other

instead of adapters. For the PicoPlex WGA on the other hand this was more unexpected. This

indicates that extra consideration might be necessary when calling of structural variants (based

on mapping orientations) from single cells amplified with the AMPLI1 kit.

Out of the 28,501 variants that were called in the bulk sample and passed filtering, 57%

were found only in the bulk sample and did not pass filters for any other sample. MALBAC

was able to call the largest proportion of the variants compared to the other WGAmethods. It

is likely that this is to a large extent due to the larger proportion of the reads being successfully

mapped to the target regions, giving a greater read depth and resulting in variants passing the

filter more often than for the other methods. AMPLI1 gives the highest rate of correct calls

(96%) when normalizing for the total number of called variants followed by MALBAC (81%),

Picoplex (62%) and lastly Repli G (52%). Note that these results cannot be interpreted as only

polymerase errors as some of the erroneous genotype calls are due to ADO. As expected almost

full overlap of heterozygous calls were observed for the two bulk samples. All of the WGAs

Comparison of whole genome amplification techniques for human single cell exome sequencing
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however showed homozygous calls at positions where heterozygous calls were observed in the

bulk samples. This indicates allelic dropout in these sample either due to preferential amplifi-

cation or loss of one molecule in the WGA reaction. Differences in mapping efficiencies

should not be profound as each variant corresponds to a heterozygous call in one of the bulk

samples. The extremes AMPLI1 and Repli-G called>90% resp.<10% of the expected hetero-

zygous variants correctly. The total numbers of variants expected to be heterozygous (based on

bulk sample data) differed significantly for the different WGAs (Fig 6b). A high ADO rate

should lead to low target coverage as evident in the case for the Repli-GWGA. Of the WGAs

tested MALBAC produced most correct genotype calls overlapping with variations present in

the bulk sample, much due to the high target coverage. AMPLI1 display the highest rate of cor-

rect variant calls to some extent due to the lowest observed ADO rate. Repli-G and PicoPlex

both display higher rates of ADO and therefore also fewer correct genotype calls.

In summary four commercially WGA kits have been tested according to manufacturer’s

protocols and the products were applied to exome enrichment and sequencing. Considering

the evaluated statistics AMPLI1 or MALBAC would be the recommended WGA for”out of the

box” usage as they display the highest fidelity for both exome coverage and variant calling

compared to the bulk samples.

Methods

DNA samples

We compared the state of art of Whole Genome Amplification methods available on the mar-

ket. Protocols compared in this study were independently tested on human genomic DNA

samples of human hepatocellular liver carcinoma cell line (HepG2). HepG2 cells were cultured

on tissue culture plates in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) containing 10% fetal

bovine serum (FBS). After 4 days, the adherent cells reached 70–80% confluence. Cells were

dissociated by trypsine-EDTA, counted and diluted to a concentration of 1 cell/μl by serial

dilution. From a final 200 μl suspension at this concentration, one microliter was seeded in

each well in a flat 96-well culture microplate. Wells were checked one by one under the light

microscope and drops with a single cell only were marked.

Whole genome amplification

TheWhole Genome Amplification (WGA) was carried out only on the labeled single cells

wells. WGA was performed using the commercially available: PicoPlex (Rubicon), REPLI-g

Mini Kit (Qiagen), Multiple Annealing and Looping Based Amplification Cycles (MALBAC,

Yikongenomics, China), and AMPLI1 (Silicon Biosystems). All WGA reactions were carried

out according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting amplified DNA from the

REPLI-G, MALBAC and AMPLI1 products was purified using the Qiaquick PCR Purification

Kit (Qiagen, Canada), and DNA from PicoPlex was purified using the DNA Clean & Concen-

trator-5 kit (Zymo Research). Cleaned-up products were quantified with Quibit fluorometer

using a dsDNA BR kit (Invitrogen, Q32853) and their resulting size distribution was checked

using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 or High sensitivity assays. Duplicate single cells

were amplified for all techniques.

Libraries preparation and enrichment and sequencing

Libraries were prepared from 250 ng Covaris-sheared DNA, using the TruSeq DNA LT Sam-

ple Prep Kit and a previously described automated protocol[18] modified to be compatible

with Illumina TruSeq library preparation protocols and reagents. Afterwards, libraries were

Comparison of whole genome amplification techniques for human single cell exome sequencing
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pooled and Illumina TruSeq Exome Enrichment were performed for according to manufac-

turer’s protocols. Sequencing of the enriched libraries were performed on Illumina HiSeq

(2x100bp, Rapid mode) and Illumina MiSeq (2x150bp).

Data analysis

The read pairs from the WGAs and Bulk samples were trimmed either by a custom script or

Cutadapt[19] to remove any WGA adapter sequences. Cutadapt were also used to trim Illu-

mina adapter sequences and TrimBWAstyle.pl[20] to remove low quality base calls. The

trimmed read pairs were then quality assessed using FastQC[21] and aligned to the human

genome (GRcH37) using bowtie2[22]. Mapped read pairs were and filtered for PCR dupli-

cates using Picard Tools[23] and any paired not marked as “Proper Pair” by bowtie or hav-

ing a mapping quality less than 20 were removed using Samtools[24]. Bedtools[25] was used

to generate the coverage statistics. Variants were called and filtered using the Genome Anal-

ysis ToolKit[26] (GATK) according to the “Best Practices” guidelines[27,28]. As described

in the best practices guidelines, known sites from the GATKBundle were used for the indel

realignment, base recalibration, haplotype calling and variant recalibration steps. All variant

genotype comparisons were made using custom scripts and only included variant genotype

calls where sample read depth (DP) was equal to or greater than 10 and the genotype quality

(GQ) was equal to or greater than 30. Coverage and variant calling analysis were limited to

the targeted regions. All scripts used for the analysis can be found at https://github.com/

elhb/singleFatCellExomeAnalysis/tree/fnuttglugg.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Schematic overview of the four kits used for whole genome amplification.

(PDF)

S2 Fig. Genomic integrity qPCR of seven PicoPlex WGA products. For each sample the bars

show the sample Ct as a percentage value for the 16 amplicons (0% corresponds to the Ct for

the negative control and 100% corresponds to the Ct for the positive control). Green bars have

values above 66.7%, yellow bars are between 33.3% and 66.7% while the red bars have values

below 33.3%.

(PDF)

S3 Fig. The percentage of exome coverage observed for subsets of one to ten million read

pairs for each of the libraries.

(PDF)

S4 Fig. GC distributions for the read one and read two populations for eachWGA product

and the Bulk samples. Showing a slightly higher mean GC % for the MALBAC products, all

other samples closely match the Bulk samples.

(PDF)

S5 Fig. Genomic integrity qPCR of fragmented WGA products. For each sample the bars

show the sample Ct as a percentage value for the 16 amplicons (0% corresponds to the Ct for

the negative control and 100% corresponds to the Ct for the positive control). Green bars have

values above 66.7%, yellow bars are between 33.3% and 66.7% while the red bars have values

below 33.3%.

(PDF)
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